Week 0: 17th Jan.
Dr Saltanat Amirova, University College London
Topic: Copper and tin bronze metallurgy at the Late Bronze Age site of Semiyarka (Kazakhstan)

Week 1: 24th Jan
TBC

Week 2: 31st Jan.
Dr Hongjiao Ma, University of Science and Technology Beijing, University of Nottingham
Topic: Some case studies of different types of ancient silicate materials from China

Week 3: 7th Feb.
Dr Jane Kershaw and Dr Stephen Merkel, University of Oxford
Topic: Provenancing Viking-Age silver: progress and challenges

Week 4: 14th Feb.
Dr Wen Wen, University of Oxford
Topic: Chinese ceramics and Islamic glazed ceramics during the early Abbasid period, 8th - 10th centuries CE

Week 5: 21st Feb.
Dr Philly Howarth, University of Oxford
Topic: Why is there so much iron in prehistoric southwest Asian copper?

Week 6: 28th Feb.
Prof. Olive Watson, University of Oxford
Topic: Minai: Iranian enamelled ware in the 12th century, and its 20th century reworking: A look at the historic development of the most sophisticated pottery yet made in the Islamic world, and the considerable faking and forgery it experienced as it began to be collected in the C20th.

Week 7: 6th Mar
Dr Gai Jorayev, University College London
Topic: TBC

Week 8: 13th Mar.
Dr Thibaut Deviese
Topic: Studying ancient cosmetics and medicines using a multi-disciplinary and multi-analytical approach

For more information please contact: yun.zhang@arch.ox.ac.uk